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Da Hua ignored Qiong Qi and continued to eat Pi Xiu’s remnant soul. 

 

Pi Xiu struggled and cried a few times in the beginning, but then it stopped moving completely. 

 

Qiong qi and Tao Wu’s figures were obviously more corporeal than before. It seemed that the remnant 

soul of the divine beast was indeed useful in repairing them. 

 

Da Hua did not change much. After eating, her gaze fell on the pile of poisonous spirit stones and spirit 

tools on the ground. She opened her mouth and began to eat those things. 

 

Yun Chujiu was a little confused at first. Spiritual Beasts could still eat spiritual stones and spiritual tools? 

 

After a few dozen breaths, this guy jumped and scolded, “Da Hua! Shut Up! These are all mine!” 

 

Da Hua ignored her and ate even faster! 

 

Yun chujiu quickly put the things into her storage ring. She was afraid that da Hua would eat all of them. 

 

Emperor Nan Xuan and the others did not have enough brains right now. Their minds were filled with 

confusion about who they were, where they were, and what they were doing. 

 

F * ck! 

 

A spiritual beast could still eat? ! Was it because they were lacking in experience, or was this little girl’s 

Spiritual Beast a pervert? ! 

 



Qiong Qi, who was watching from the side, did not mind the fuss and said, “Little Fairy, you’re really 

unlucky! That fellow is even more gluttonous than Pi Xiu. You probably won’t be able to afford to raise it 

in the future.” 

 

Da Hua turned his head and gave Qiong Qi a fierce look, qiong Qi curled his lips. “You are a foodie to 

begin with, and you don’t allow others to talk about it? Although I don’t know how you became like this, 

the world changes easily, and your nature will never change. You are destined to be a foodie.” 

 

Yun chujiu noticed that Qiong Qi obviously knew something, so she asked, “Qiong Qi, what did you 

mean just now? What was Da Hua originally?” 

 

“Isn’t it that infamous Tao tie? ! Little Fairy, don’t you know? I thought you knew!”Qiong Qi said. 

 

Yun Chujiu’s head buzzed. The Pretty Boy’s spiritual beast was an ice dragon, and the Black Chicken’s 

head was a spiritual skull. Why was her spiritual beast a glutton? 

 

She knew the name of Tao tie. It was one of the ancient fierce beasts, and there was nothing that it 

didn’t eat. 

 

When it was extremely hungry, it was simply desperate for food. Therefore, it was said that countless 

humans and demonic beasts had died because of its appetite. 

 

Her spiritual beast was actually the number one glutton in the world? 

 

While Yun Chujiu was in a daze, a large portion of the spiritual stones and spiritual tools on the ground 

had been eaten by da Hua. This fellow was so angry that it struck da Hua with a purple lightning bolt. 

 

Everyone was dumbfounded! 

 



There was actually someone who would attack their own spirit beast? What kind of weirdo was this! 

 

“You shut your mouth! You’re not allowed to eat anymore! If you want to eat, I’ll Feed You Demon Beast 

Meat!”Yun chujiu said in a flustered manner. 

 

Da Hua acted as if it did not hear her and continued eating! 

 

Qiong Qi covered his mouth and said, “Little Fairy, I have to tell you something interesting. This glutton 

is now a spirit beast, so it can only eat spirit stones and spirit tools. It will not eat demon beast meat. 

 

“And it seems that if you want it to become stronger quickly, you can only feed it spirit stones and spirit 

tools. “The more it eats, the faster it will become stronger.” 

 

When Yun chujiu heard Qiong Qi’s words, it was like a bolt from the blue! She couldn’t help but feel sad. 

She thought that she was already a little rich lady! 

 

Who would have thought that she would need to burn money to carry the heavenly thunder and to get 

a spirit beast. According to this foodie’s appetite, wouldn’t she have to return to liberation, liberation, 

and the future? 

 

Oh My God! 

 

Why did you have to give her a glutton! ! Why was that? ! 


